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1.

Introduction

1.1

This Statement is submitted by The Planning Law Practice on behalf of the owner of land
east of Station Road, Linton identified by shading on the attached plan titled 'Land at
Station Road, Linton : Site 152'. They demonstrate that the site is in a sustainable location
and is appropriate for residential development and also respond to the Inspector’s
question under reference SC5A.11 Policy H/5 South of A1307, Linton whether in the
context of the sustainability of the site’s location, is there a significant difference in this
regard to the Old Police Station site which has been granted planning permission for
residential development (S/2420/12)?

1.2

This site has already been assessed by the Council as part of the Strategic Housing Land
Availability Assessment process. That process, which listed this site as Site 152,
concluded that 'this site is not considered to have any barriers in terms of development
viability alone to restrict it coming forward within the next 5 years ' and described it as a
'site with development potential'.

1.3

The SHLAA assessment considered 14 sites in Linton that had been proposed for
residential development. Site 152 was the only site which the assessment considered to
have sustainable development potential; the other 13 sites were all rejected. Site 152 is
therefore the only location for further residential development in Linton with the
exception of small windfall sites, none of which will make a substantial contribution to
the level of housing growth that the Council is seeking to achieve.

1.4

The site currently lies within the Linton Special Policy Area where the District Council
claims that it seeks to restrict further residential development, because of what is
described as 'segregation from the main part of the village'. These representations
demonstrate that the site can easily access the Village's facilities, including particularly
the Village College and public transport services, in a safe and sustainable manner.

2.

The Site

2.1

Representations have previously been submitted by Savills in relation to this site and
adjoining land which includes the old Station House and disused railway line. Site 152
could be developed either on its own or in conjunction with adjoining land if appropriate.

2.2

Site 152 is currently occupied by a number of commercial properties which provide
employment for about 10 people. The site is accessed from Cambridge Road via Station
Road, but also has a substantial frontage onto Cambridge Road which could provide
access and/or services to the site.

2.3

Woodville Cottage, a Grade II listed building, lies between part of the site and Cambridge
Road. The District Council's SHLAA assessment concluded that the development of this
site could take place without adversely affecting Woodville Cottage and that 'the setting
of the listed building could be enhanced by sensitively designed development on site and
the removal of the industrial neighbour'.

2.4

The land to the west of Station Road is occupied by a modern commercial and
industrial estate. The proximity of Site 152 to this employment base gives it a
significant advantage in sustainability terms.

3.

Linton Special Policy Area

3.1

The District Council's opposition in principle to residential development in Linton south
of Cambridge Road is based on the contention that the area is segregated from the main
part of the Village and does not have access to the Village's facilities.

3.2

The remainder of these representations demonstrate that safe access across the
Cambridge Road to the rest of the village can easily be achieved.

3.3

On 24th January 2014, the Council granted planning permission no S/2420/12/FUL for
the development of 18 affordable dwellings on the Old Police Station site which
immediately adjoins the Station Road site. The reason given by the Council for approving
the application was that :
Although the proposal is not in accordance with Policy CH/10 - Linton Special
Policy Area - of the South Cambridgeshire Local Development Framework 2007,
it is considered that the provision of affordable housing and agreed highway
improvements are public benefits that outweigh concerns relating to the
sustainability of the location. All other material planning considerations have
been taken into account. None is of such significance as to outweigh the reason
for the decision to approve the planning application.

3.4

The documents which accompanied the planning application did not contain any analysis
which sought to argue that the need for affordable housing was so pressing as to justify
allowing residential development in an unsustainable location. The Council must
therefore have been satisfied that residential development on the Old Police Station site,
with the proposed highway improvements, would amount to a sustainable form of
development. It is inconceivable that the Council would have granted planning
permission for this development if it had concluded that the future occupiers of the site
would not be able to enjoy safe and easy access to the Village facilities.

3.5

The Transport and Access Statement which was submitted in support of this planning
application analysed the relationship between the site and the village facilities on the
other side of Cambridge Road. The Statement concluded that :
The development site is located in close proximity to and easy walking distance of
the village services and facilities and the existing bus service. Bust ups on
Cambridge road located immediately on the site frontage. Nearby brass public
transport is therefore already available to the site and the proposals would
directly benefit from this and compliance with regional and local planning policy,
and intend to promote sustainable modes of travel.

3.6

That analysis was clearly accepted by the Council in deciding to grant planning
permission for the affordable housing scheme. The conclusions of the TAS apply equally
to Site 152.

3.7

The decision to grant this planning permission confirms that the basis on which the
Council seeks to maintain the Linton Special Policy Area designation is seriously flawed.
Both the affordable housing development on the Old Police Station site and the mixed
open market and affordable housing development on Site 152 will be in a sustainable
location from which the future occupiers can easily access the Village's public transport
and other facilities, particularly when the improvements referred to in Section 5 of these
representations are carried out.

3.8

The Inspector has raised the question under reference SC5A.11 Policy H/5 South of
A1307, Linton whether in the context of the sustainability of the site’s location, is there a
significant difference in this regard to the Old Police Station site which has been granted
planning permission for residential development (S/2420/12) ? The answer to the
question is that there is no difference at all in sustainability terms between the two sites..
They are immediate neighbours and both front onto Cambridge Road. The residents of
the Old Police Station will need access to the village’s education and other facilities and
public transport to the employment areas in Cambridge and Haverhill in exactly the same
way as residents of the Station Road site. If the Old Police Station site is in a sustainable
location which does not give rise to any safety issues in relation to the need to cross
Cambridge Road, then it would be wholly unreasonable to reject the Station Road site on
the grounds of its location. The Station Road site will in fact improve the position in
relation to both sites by funding improvements to the pedestrian facilities on Cambridge
Road (see paragraph 5.6) in order to make crossing that road to access village facilities
and public transport even easier and safer.

3.9

On 19th May 2014, the Council refused planning permission (reference S/0222/14/FL) for
the demolition of an existing workshop and the erection of 3 dwellings on land at 31
Cambridge Road, which immediately adjoins the Station Road site. The Council’s
decision to refuse planning permission relied inter alia on Policy H/5 of the Proposed
Local Plan.

3.10

An appeal against that refusal was dismissed on 27th January 2015 on the grounds that
the proposed development would be unacceptably harmful to the significance of a
heritage asset (the Grade II listed Woodville Cottage) ….. and fails to demonstrate that
important environmental assets (the TPO trees) would be conserved or enhanced. The
Inspector concluded expressly that :
(i)

the weight to be given to the policies which provide an embargo on residential
development to the south of Cambridge Road have to be determined by the extent
to which they are consistent with the policies in the Framework;

(ii)

whilst the proposal would conflict with both the existing and emerging policies,
the dwellings would not be unacceptably isolated from local employment,
shopping, leisure, education and other activities and the appeal site is not
locationally unsustainable; and

(iii)
3.11

the proposal would not unacceptably compromise highway safety.

The Inspector noted (paragraph 8) that he was able to cross the road using the pelican
crossing about 200m east of the appeal site from where the village services could be
reached. He clearly concluded that crossing the Cambridge Road was neither difficult nor
unsafe.

3.12

The Inspector’s conclusions in relation to this appeal clearly demonstrate that (i) the
Station Road site is in a sustainable location in relation to the village's facilities and (ii)
Cambridge Road does not create any barrier to accessing those facilities and the public
transport services because of any safety concerns.

3.13

On 25th September 2015, the Council granted planning permission for the conversion of
an existing property to form 3 bungalows and the erection 2 new detached bungalows at
17 Cambridge Road, Linton. The internal report which led to the grant of the planning
permission concluded that, notwithstanding the provisions of Policy H/5, Whilst Policy
ST/5 is now considered out of date, the fact that this policy considers the location to be
sustainable at which the case of the principle of development does meet the definition of
sustainability in the NPPF, which is afforded for weight in the determination process. It

is therefore considered that, whilst the proposal does conflict with an emerging policy
that can be afforded significant weight, it complies with national policy which is afforded
greater weight in the decision-making process.
3.14

These decisions all demonstrate that the Council’s attempt to maintain a policy ban on
residential development on the south side of Cambridge Road on sustainability grounds is
fundamentally flawed and is not even in reality applied by the Council itself.

4.

Planning Issues

4.1

Site 152 lies outside the Green Belt, comprises previously developed land, does not
include best and most versatile agricultural land, does not include any ecologically
protected sites and is not within an area where residential development would be
precluded on the grounds of flood or groundwater impact. There are no overriding
planning constraints to residential development of the site.

4.2

Policy CH/10 of the Local Plan seeks to restrict further residential development to the
south of the A1307 because of what is said to be a difficulty in accessing the village
facilities from this side of Cambridge Road. These representations demonstrate in section
5 that the installation of further highway infrastructure can provide easy and safe access
to the village's facilities, particularly Linton College.

4.3

The SHLAA assessment carried out by the District Council confirmed that :
(i)

the Highway Authority agrees that residential development on this site can access
Cambridge Road safely;

(ii)

improvements will be needed to utility services, education facilities and health
facilities in the village if this site proceeds but there are no overriding capacity
constraints;

(iii)

there are no overriding biodiversity constraints on this site;

(iv)

the setting of the adjoining listed building could be enhanced by carefully
designed residential development;

(v)

noise and odour issues in relation to the adjoining commercial/industrial estate
will require investigation;

(vi)

residential development on this site will have a neutral effect on the landscape and
townscape setting of Linton;

4.4

(vii)

the site can be accessed safely from Cambridge Road;

(viii)

there are no overriding utilities, community services or drainage constraints; and

(ix)

residential development will not affect water quality.

Residential development on this site will lead to a loss of employment buildings.
However, the site is recognised by the SHLAA assessment as being close to a range of
employment opportunities, particularly those on the adjoining industrial and commercial
estate. The site is on the route of a regular bus service to Cambridge and Haverhill and is
readily accessible to those major employment centres. Given the need for the Council to
identify opportunities for residential development in sustainable settlement such as
Linton, the development of this site will not adversely affect the provision of employment
to any material degree.

5.

Highway issues

5.1

The main issue of concern to the Council appears to be the ability of residents of this site
to access Linton College and other facilities on the opposite side of Cambridge Road and
to access public transport services in a safe manner. These concerns can be overcome by
a combination of existing and proposed public transport and other highway works.

5.2

Reference has already been made to the 30 minute bus service from Linton into
Cambridge. The bus stop layby for the Linton to Cambridge service is located on the
same side of Cambridge Road as Site 152 and only a few yards from its boundary.

Residential development of Site 152 would include a pedestrian link joining
Cambridge Road somewhere along the site's frontage and also fund the widening of the
footway at this location, thereby providing very easy access to the bus service.
5.3

The bus stop layby for the return journey from Cambridge to Linton is situated on the
northern side of Cambridge Road, directly opposite the Linton-Cambridge bus stop
layby. The recent introduction of 24 hour operational traffic lights at the Village College
access already reduces traffic speeds through the Village and provides longer breaks in
traffic flows, thereby providing opportunities for bus users to cross Cambridge Road
close to the bus stop laybys. That position can easily be enhanced by the installation
of a light controlled pedestrian crossing facility with a traffic island, funded by the
residential development of Site 152. Those measures will enable residents of Site 152 to
access the public transport facilities safely as well as enhancing access to the bus route
for existing residents on both sides of Cambridge Road.

5.4

The same bus stops provide easy access to a 30 minute bus service to and from Haverhill
which enables Linton residents to access the Haverhill employment areas.

5.5

Access from the southern side of Cambridge Road to the main part of the Village is
already provided by the traffic light controlled pedestrian crossing facility at the
Cambridge Road/High Street junction.

5.6

The existing and proposed pedestrian facilities are all shown on the attached plan no
2007-50-1B. These proposals will overcome the concerns expressed by the Highway
Authority about the sustainability of Site 152 as well as improving the position for
existing residents on both sides of Cambridge Road. In particular, they will provide a safe
form of access for children who live on this site to the Village College.

6.

Environmental Issues

6.1

The SHLAA assessment refers to concerns expressed by the Council's Environmental
Health Officer about possible noise and odour impacts on residential development
on Site 152. The noise impact of the commercial/industrial development on residential
development is one of the matters that would need to be considered carefully in the

design of the residential development. The layout of the development and the siting of the
dwellings closest to the commercial site will deal with any noise issues, together if
necessary with the installation of noise insulation measures within those dwellings.
6.2

There is no evidence that the existing commercial/industrial site has any odour impact on
the existing residential properties on either side of Cambridge Road. This matter can be
demonstrated by way of a technical assessment when a planning application for Site 152
comes forward.

7.

Conclusion

7.1

The Council has already concluded in its SHLAA assessment that this site is the most
suitable location in Linton for additional residential development, that there are no
considerations which suggest that the site could not come forward for development in the
next 5 years and that the site clearly has development potential.

7.2

These representations demonstrate that the concerns expressed by the Council and the
Highway Authority about access to public transport and Village facilities can easily be
overcome.

7.3

The need for additional housing sites is fully recognised by the Council. Allocating Site
152 for residential development will allow the Council to provide additional residential
development on a suitable site in a sustainable location.

7.4

The Local Plan should therefore be amended by (i) deleting the Linton Special Policy
designation which serves no useful planning purpose and (ii) allocating the Station Road
site for residential development.

7.5

Unless these changes are made, the Local Plan will be unsound because it will prevent
residential development from taking place in a highly sustainable location for no sound
planning reason.

Peter Brady
The Planning Law Practice
7th September 2016

Documents :
1.

Station Road site plan

2.

31 Cambridge Road Notice of Refusal

3.

31 Cambridge Road appeal decision

4.

Plan of existing and proposed pedestrian facilities on Cambridge Road

5.

Extract from the Transport and Access Statement for application no S/2420/12/FUL

6.

SCDC Delegated report for 17 Cambridge Road – application no S/2305/14/FUL

Appendix 1

Appeal Decision
Site visit made on 5 January 2015
by Clive Tokley MRTPI
an Inspector appointed by the Secretary of State for Communities and Local Government
Decision date: 27 January 2015

Appeal Ref: APP/W0530/A/14/2227379
31 Cambridge Road, Linton, Cambridge, CB21 4NN.
•
•
•
•

The appeal is made under section 78 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 against
a refusal to grant planning permission.
The appeal is made by Mr S Burgess against the decision of South Cambridgeshire
District Council.
The application Ref S/0222/14/FL, dated 28 January 2014, was refused by notice dated
19 May 2014.
The development proposed is the demolition of existing workshop and erection of three
dwellings.

Decision
1. The appeal is dismissed.
Main Issues
2. The main issues are the sustainability of the location of the site, the effect of
the proposal on the setting of the Grade II listed building (Woodville Cottage),
its effect on the living conditions of the occupiers of Woodville Cottage as
regards outlook, the effect of the proposal on protected trees and highway
safety.
Reasons
Sustainability
3. The settlement of Linton is divided by the busy A1307 and most of the
residential part of the village and the local services and facilities are to the
north of the road. To the south of the road lies a small residential area (The
Grip) which has been added to by a new three storey development. However
the area south of the A1307 is dominated by business premises housed in
industrial and office buildings.
4. The division within the settlement is recognised in the South Cambridgeshire
Local Development Framework Development Control Policies 2007 (DCP) which
includes a specific policy for the area to the south of the main road (Policy
CH/10). That policy indicates that within the defined area further residential
development in the form of new dwellings will not be permitted. The
subsequently published Proposed Submission South Cambridgeshire Local Plan
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(LP) of July 2013 has a similar policy (policy H/5). The supporting text of the
emerging LP indicates that, despite the pelican crossing and speed limit,
crossing the A1307 is difficult and that residential development within the
defined area would have poor access to village facilities and services resulting in
it being an unsustainable location.
5. These two policies have the effect of placing an embargo on new dwellings
within the defined area. I have been given no indication of the current status of
the LP; however the effect of LP Policy H/5 is similar to that of the development
plan Policy CH/10 and therefore it must be given some weight. However Policy
CH/10 pre-dates the National Planning Policy Framework (The Framework) and,
in accordance with Annex 1 of the Framework, the weight to be given to it will
be determined by the extent to which it is consistent with the policies in the
Framework.
6. The achievement of sustainable development is the overarching objective of the
Framework. When considering locational sustainability the Framework indicates
that planning should minimise journey lengths for employment, shopping,
leisure, education and other activities and that developments should be located
to give priority to pedestrian and cycle movements and should have access to
high quality public transport facilities.
7. In the absence of detailed written evidence on this matter from either party my
site visit gave me the opportunity to look around the village. It appeared to me
that it supported a small range of local shops and services and healthcare,
social and recreational facilities. The village also has education facilities
including the Linton Village College (secondary school) with its main entrance a
short distance from the appeal site. As I indicate above there is a range of
businesses providing employment opportunities. Bus stops in Cambridge Road
are served by regular buses between the City of Cambridge and Haverhill which
have a full range of facilities.
8. At the time of my site visit (mid morning) I noted a constant flow of vehicles
on the A1307; however, having walked past the bus stops, I was able to cross
the road using the pelican crossing about 200m east of the appeal site. From
here the services within the village could be reached. I have noted the
Council’s existing and emerging policies; however I consider that the distance to
local facilities and public transport would not be prohibitive to access on foot.
9. On this issue I consider that whilst the proposal would conflict with both the
existing and emerging policies the dwellings would not be unacceptably isolated
from local employment, shopping, leisure, education and other activities and
the appeal site is not locationally unsustainable.
Setting of the listed building
10.Woodville Cottage is a timber framed thatched dwelling of the late 17th century.
The cottage has two floors of accommodation with the upper floor in the roof
space lit by front and rear dormers. The building is located within what is now a
primarily commercial area comprising office and industrial style buildings.
However the larger buildings are some distance from the cottage and the much
lower building on the appeal site, whilst much closer to the listed building, has a
scale that is more in keeping with the cottage.
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11.The proposed dwellings would be built on rising land to the rear of the cottage.
The north flank wall of the terrace would be built at a higher level than the
cottage and would be close to the boundary of its rear garden. The two-storey
flank wall of the proposal would contrast with the modest scale and low eaves
height of the listed building. As a result of its bulk, height and proximity the
proposal would be an incongruous building that would dominate the setting of
the rear of the listed cottage. I consider that it would be harmful to the
significance of the cottage as a heritage asset. The harm arising from the
proposal would be “less than substantial” as indicated by the Framework;
however I have not identified any public benefits arising from the proposal that
would outweigh that harm.
12.On this issue I conclude that the proposal would be harmful to the significance
of the Grade II listed building and would conflict with DPD Policy CH4 and the
provisions of the Framework that seek to safeguard the significance of heritage
assets.
Living conditions
13.The northern flank wall of the terrace would be a prominent structure at the
rear of the cottage; however the two-storey element would be off-set from the
rear wall of the dwelling. Most of the rear windows of the cottage would not
face directly towards the proposal and the cottage has a large garden area to
the east that would be unaffected by the proposal. I consider that whilst clearly
visible from some of the cottage windows and its rear garden the proposal
would not be excessively over bearing and would not unacceptably detract from
the outlook at the rear of the cottage. I therefore consider that in this respect
the proposal would not conflict with DPD Policy DP/3.
Protected trees
14.A row of nine lime trees the subject of a 2005 Tree Preservation Order (TPO)
lies within the site skirting its western boundary. The area beneath the spread
of the trees is partly grassed and partly hard surfaced. The trees are prominent
at the junction between Station Road and Cambridge Road and make an
important contribution to the amenity of the area. When in leaf they would
screen some of the larger commercial buildings thereby enhancing the setting of
Woodville Cottage.
15.It is indicated that all of the trees would be retained but in the absence of an
arboricultural report there is no analysis of the potential effects of the building
operations and groundworks on their future health. The proposal indicates that
two parking spaces and a turning area would be directly beneath the trees and
that the front of the houses and two more spaces would be within about 3 to 5
metres of their spread. This species of tree exudes a sticky substance which
drops onto cars and buildings below and nearby. Whilst the TPO provides
protection for the trees I consider that the development of the site as proposed
would result in pressure to have some of the trees removed which the Council
might find difficult to resist.
16.In the absence of a tree survey and appraisal, and in the light of likely future
pressure to remove some of the TPO trees, I consider that the proposal would
conflict with DPD Policy DP/2 which indicates that important environmental
assets of a site should be conserved or enhanced.
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Highway safety
17.The appeal site shares an entrance with Woodville Cottage which is positioned
within the bell mouth at the junction between Cambridge Road and the Station
Road cul-de-sac. The proposal would result in the cessation of the business use
and it is indicated that the access arrangement would continue. The application
included no indication of the traffic movements associated with the current use
of the site or any estimate of the movements anticipated in connection with the
proposed development. In commenting on the application the Highways
Authority indicated concern that the proposal would intensify the use of the
access and recommended that permission should be refused on the grounds of
highway safety.
18.In the grounds of appeal the appellant indicates that the business premises
attracts 20 or more vehicles a day entering and leaving the site including lorries
vans and cars. In my short time in the area I saw a number of vehicles coming
and going from the site including a 7.5 ton lorry. The appellant’s estimate of
vehicle movements is not challenged by the Council and taking account of the
size and nature of the unit I have no reason to disagree with it.
19.The proposed two-bedroom dwellings could be occupied as family homes;
however I consider it unlikely that they would generate more than 20 vehicle
movements between them on a daily basis, bearing in mind that refuse
vehicles, post vehicles etc would already be visiting Woodville Cottage. I
therefore consider that the premise on which the Council’s objection is made is
not soundly based. On the basis of the evidence before me I conclude that the
proposal would not unacceptably compromise highway safety and in this respect
it would not conflict with DPD Policy DP/3.
Conclusion
20.I consider that the proposal would not be in an unsustainable location, would
not unacceptably detract from the living conditions of the occupiers of Woodville
Cottage and would not compromise highway safety. However I have concluded
that it would be unacceptably harmful to the significance of a heritage asset
(the Grade II listed Woodville Cottage) and fails to demonstrate that important
environmental assets (the TPO trees) would be conserved or enhanced. The
evidence indicates no other matters that would outweigh the harm that I have
identified and therefore, taking account of all matters, I have concluded that for
those two reasons the appeal should not succeed.

Clive Tokley
INSPECTOR
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